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9 From well-controlled long creep tests, we show that the residual apparent yield stress observed with soft-
10 jammed systems along smooth surfaces is an artifact due to edge effects. By removing these effects, we can
11 determine the stress solely associated with steady-state wall slip below the material yield stress. This stress
12 is found to vary linearly with the slip velocity for a wide range of materials whatever the structure, the
13 interaction types between the elements and with the wall, and the concentration. Thus, wall slip results from
14 the laminar flow of some given free liquid volume remaining between the (rough) jammed structure formed
15 by the elements and the smooth wall. This phenomenon may be described by the simple shear flow in a
16 Newtonian liquid layer of uniform thickness. For various systems, this equivalent thickness varies in a
17 narrow range (35� 15 nm).
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19 Various materials, such as foams, emulsions, concentrated
20 suspensions, and colloids, are soft-jammed systems; i.e.,
21 they can flow only when submitted to a stress larger than a
22 yield stress (τc); otherwise, they behave as solids [1]. In
23 many situations, it is observed that such materials glide along
24 smooth solid surfaces, in the sense that the bulk material
25 apparently moves as a rigid block for a stress lower than τc
26 [2–4]. This effect is called wall slip. Its impact on flow
27 characteristics is dramatic, since it may make such materials,
28 otherwise at rest, flow at a high velocity under small stresses.
29 Thus, wall slip can overturn the standard continuum
30 mechanics description assuming adherence. This modifica-
31 tion of the interaction with the walls can be used to facilitate
32 the transport of products such as in food digestion [5],
33 cosmetic sensory perception [6], coal water slurry in pipes
34 [7], fresh concrete pumping over a long distance [8], removal
35 of food debris, and microbial films [9].
36 Even if it has for a long time been admitted that it results
37 from the formation of a layer with different components
38 than in the bulk [2], the physics of wall slip is still poorly
39 advanced. Note that this effect must not be confused with
40 shear-banding [10] or confinement effects [11] in jammed
41 systems, which occur beyond the yield stress. Here we
42 focus on flow characteristics below τc, so that such effects
43 are a priori negligible.
44 To gain a quantitative measurement and understanding
45 concerning wall slip, the basic approach consisted of fitting
46 a model to the apparent flow curve (shear stress vs velocity)
47 in the slip regime (i.e., for a stress below the yield stress), or
48 directly measuring the slip velocity, and possibly discus-
49 sing the physical origin of the parameters, for the different
50 material classes (concentrated suspensions [12–15], soft
51 particle suspensions [16,17], emulsions [18–20], and foams

52[20–22]). Generally, power-law dependencies for the stress
53vs slip velocity variations were obtained, with an exponent
54ranging from ½ to 1. An advanced physical explanation
55[16] assumes that the liquid layer thickness varies with the
56balance between attractive (due to osmotic pressure result-
57ing from the jammed nature of the system) and repulsive
58forces (due to lubricating viscous forces). Some similar
59approaches were developed independently for individual
60bubbles or bubble film [23] with later further sophistication
61[24]. In particular, for foams, linear and nonlinear regimes
62were suggested to occur depending on the relative values of
63colloidal interaction and viscous effects [25]. On the other
64side, for hard-sphere colloidal suspensions, it was shown
65[13–15] that a linear velocity variation plus a constant
66(residual) yield stress term well represents their data, but
67the liquid thickness associated to the linear term was shown
68to be independent of the osmotic pressure. Such a residual
69yield stress was observed in most studies, but it appears
70somewhat contradictory with the existence of a liquid layer
71allowing wall slip, and a detailed analysis of wall-element
72interactions could not identify a clear origin for this
73effect [13,18].
74Here, by determining precisely the stress vs velocity law
75from sufficiently long creep tests, we can show that the
76residual yield stress is due to edge effects (evaporation
77along the line of contact), and, after its removal, a linear
78stress vs velocity law is found whatever the type of
79interactions between the suspended elements, their con-
80centration, and the interactions with the solid surface.
81A simple observation provides a straightforward view
82and analysis of the main characteristics of wall slip: A small
83volume of a yield stress fluid (an oil-in-water emulsion)
84placed over an inclined smooth surface slowly moves
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85 downwards as a rigid block [see Fig. 1(a)]. A detailed
86 observation of the traces left on the surface reveals
87 (i) apparent thick tracks of material along the edges of
88 the sample which persist over time and (ii) a transient thin
89 liquid layer which soon fully evaporates behind the sample,
90 suggesting that the material is sheared only in an interstitial
91 liquid layer along the wall.
92 In order to get precise information on the wall slip of
93 such a material, we follow a procedure which allows us to
94 clearly identify the rheological characteristics of simple
95 or thixotropic [26] yield stress fluids. This consists of
96 applying a shear stress (τ) to the material and following its
97 apparent deformation (γ) in time (t). Here we use a
98 rheometer equipped with parallel plates with one rough
99 surface and one smooth surface (i.e., of roughness much

100 smaller than the element size; see [27]), separated by a
101 distance (i.e., gap) h. τ and γ are computed from the torque
102 and rotation velocity, through expressions corresponding
103 approximately to the local values at ¾ of the distance from
104 the axis for a Newtonian or a yield stress fluid [27]. The test
105 is then repeated at another stress level, with the material
106 prepared in the same initial state (preshear and then short
107 rest). Under such conditions, the overall results are repro-
108 ducible and do not depend on the order of the tests at
109 different stress values.
110 First we focus on a concentrated emulsion (see [27]), in
111 which the element interactions are essentially repulsive. We
112 observe two distinct regimes (see the inset in Fig. 2): For τ
113 smaller than a critical value (τ0c), the material is just slightly
114 deformed over a short time, and then γ reaches a plateau,
115 indicating that no more motion occurs; for stresses larger
116 than τ0c, after a short period γ increases linearly with time,
117 indicating that the material flows steadily. In that case, we
118 can define _γ, the apparent steady-state shear rate associated
119 to τ, as the slope of the γðtÞ curve. The same experiment
120 with two rough surfaces provides two similar regimes but
121 with a transition now observed at a critical stress equal
122 to τc, the yield stress of the material above which the
123 material flows in bulk, with τ0c < τc. We deduce that, for
124 τ0c < τ < τc, the material may flow only in a thin (slip)
125 layer along the smooth wall, in agreement with the
126 observations in Fig. 1. This is confirmed by the observation

127that a vertical mark at the sample periphery moves as a
128rigid block attached to the rough plate. Moreover, tests with
129different gaps for the same stress give an apparent shear rate
130increasing with the inverse of the gap, which means that
131the flow characteristics in this layer depend only on τ. We
132can then define the slip velocity (VS ¼ _γh) as the relative
133velocity between this block and the smooth wall.
134It is now possible to represent the apparent flow curve
135of the material, i.e., τ vs _γ, which appears to be made of
136two parts (see Fig. 2): Below τc, τ strongly increases with _γ;
137beyond τc, the curve flattens and soon joins the effective
138flow curve of the bulk material (obtained with rough
139surfaces), indicating that slip can still occur but becomes
140negligible with regards to the flow rate induced by the bulk
141flow, when τ increases. We thus get the standard aspect
142of apparent flow curves with smooth surfaces, as observed
143with a variety of simple yield stress fluids for which, as for
144our materials, repulsive interactions between suspended
145elements dominate [12–15,18–22].
146Let us now focus on materials in which suspended
147element interactions are essentially attractive (i.e., weak
148flocculation) (see [27]). In general, such materials exhibit
149significant thixotropy, due to their relatively long time of
150restructuring. Our rheometrical protocol with rough surfa-
151ces allows us to get the typical flow curve [10] similar to
152that of a simple yield stress fluid, except that no (homo-
153geneous) steady-state flow may be obtained below a critical
154shear rate _γc (see Fig. 3). During creep tests, there is a
155viscosity bifurcation [28]: The material first significantly
156flows (it undergoes very large deformation) and finally

F1:1 FIG. 1. (a) View of a heap of emulsion after some motion (from
F1:2 the top left) on a smooth inclined surface. (b) Schematic aspect of
F1:3 the sample cross section close to the contact line showing the
F1:4 different flow regions and their microstructural origin (suspended
F1:5 elements in dark or light gray, interstitial liquid in white).

F2:1FIG. 2. Direct concentrated emulsion (82%): flow curve (with
F2:2rough surfaces) (solid squares) and apparent flow curve in the
F2:3presence of wall slip along one smooth surface (open circles).
F2:4The inset shows creep test data for the latter case. The numbers
F2:5correspond to stress values in Pascals. The dotted lines mark the
F2:6transition to slip (lower line) and the bulk yielding (upper line).
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157 evolves either towards stoppage (_γ ¼ 0) or to _γ > _γc around
158 τc (see the top inset in Fig. 3).
159 For such a material, with a smooth surface, a steady wall
160 slip occurs for τ < τc. Increasing τ leads to increasing VS,
161 and when τ > τc the wall slip tends to become negligible.
162 Remarkably, we expect that if _γc, which depends on the
163 bulk material properties, is larger than the shear rate at
164 the intersection (_γ0) of the effective (bulk) flow curve and
165 the wall slip flow curve, there will be a range of _γ in
166 which the material cannot flow steadily if the stress is
167 imposed: The material evolves towards bulk solidification
168 with wall slip leading to _γ ≈ _γ0, if τ ¼ τcð1 − εÞ (with
169 ε ≪ 1); it flows and undergoes a significant viscosity
170 decrease so that wall slip is apparently negligible, if
171 τ ¼ τcð1þ εÞ. This prediction is in agreement with the
172 evolution of the experimental creep curves around τc, here
173 equal to 27.5 Pa (see the bottom inset in Fig. 3), so that,
174 finally, in the flow curve, there is effectively a jump (by
175 about one decade) between the maximum shear rate for
176 pure slip flow (_γ0) and the minimum shear rate associating
177 slip and bulk flow (_γc) (see Fig. 3). If, on the contrary,
178 _γc < _γ0, there is no such jump, as for simple yield stress
179 fluids. Thus, despite a strong change of the structure
180 characteristics, there is apparently no significant change
181 in the slip characteristics. The only possible difference is
182 situated at the transition from the slip and the shear regime,
183 due to material thixotropy.
184 With our procedure consisting of waiting a sufficient
185 time to reach a clear steady-state flow, we can rather
186 precisely identify τ0c. For example, for the material in Fig. 2,

187we can conclude that τ0c is situated between 0.6 and 0.7 Pa.
188τ0c has so far been considered as reflecting some attractive
189interaction between the suspended elements and the solid
190surface [29]. However, the reproducibility of our measure-
191ments in the slip regime, with an uncertainty of the order of
1922% on the apparent flow curve data, is excellent, except at
193the approach of τ0c, where the uncertainty becomes of the
194order of 20% (see Fig. 4). An even more critical observation
195is that τ0c significantly increases when the sample diameter
196is decreased while keeping h constant (see Fig. 4). In such a
197case, the flow conditions along most of the wall surface are
198a priori identical, but if some edge effect induces an
199additional stress (τa) acting over a constant width (e) along
200the sample periphery, it will induce an additional compo-
201nent in the apparent stress, proportional to the inverse of the
202sample radius, i.e., τ ≈ τ0 þ 3eτa=R (see [27] for a detailed
203analysis). This roughly corresponds to the observed trend
204(see the inset in Fig. 4).
205Our assumption is supported by the observation of a
206track stuck on the plane surface along the line of contact of
207the heap after its displacement [see Fig. 1(a)]. This means
208that there is some flow of the material in a thin (bulk)
209volume along the contact line [see Fig. 1(b)]. A similar flow
210certainly occurs at the sample periphery in a rheometrical

F3:1 FIG. 3. Flow curve of a thixotropic clay-water suspension for
F3:2 fully rough (solid stars) and partially smooth (open stars)
F3:3 surface conditions. The insets show creep curves for rough
F3:4 (top) and smooth (bottom) surfaces. The data shown as gray
F3:5 stars (for 27 Pa) correspond to the jump in the apparent steady
F3:6 state observed for a stress between 24 and 27.5 Pa (see the
F3:7 bottom inset).

F4:1FIG. 4. Apparent flow curves of an emulsion (82%) for the
F4:2same gap and different plate diameters: 9 cm (squares), 6 cm
F4:3(triangles), 4 cm (diamonds), 3 cm (stars), 3 cm with oil film
F4:4at the sample periphery (half-filled stars), and 2 cm (circles).
F4:5Hexagons show data with two rough plate surfaces. Several tests
F4:6carried out by changing the sample while keeping the same
F4:7surface are shown for each diameter in order to appreciate the
F4:8reproducibility. Note that, in order to remove the impact of the
F4:9sample shape at the periphery, which increases when sample R

F4:10decreases, τ has been rescaled by a factor of around 1 to get the
F4:11same stress values for _γ0 (see [24]). The bottom inset shows the
F4:12stress minus the residual yield stress vs shear rate. The dotted line
F4:13of slope 1 is a guide for the eye. The top inset shows τ0c (in
F4:14Pascals) values as a function of R (in centimeters).
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211 test, which requires one to apply a stress larger than τc in a
212 thin region located near the periphery, and leads to an
213 apparent stress likely increasing with the local shear rate
214 but tending to τ0c at low _γ. The origin of this effect might be
215 that some suspended elements tend to be attached to the
216 solid surface at the contact line [see Fig. 1(b)], as a result of
217 a slight evaporation effect at the contact line [30]. This
218 statement is confirmed by a simple test: If we significantly
219 limit the evaporation by coating the sample periphery with
220 a thin oil film just after its setup on the bottom plane,
221 the apparent τ0c effect almost disappears (see Fig. 4). The
222 basic ingredients required to see this effect, which are the
223 existence of a contact line, suspended elements, and
224 evaporation, are present in most of the experimental
225 situations.
226 Under these conditions, it is crucial to remove the stress
227 associated with edge effects from the apparent stress. As a
228 first approximation, this may be done by withdrawing τ0c
229 from τ, thus neglecting some possible slight increase of
230 the edge effect stress with _γ. In that case, all the data for
231 different sample diameters fall along a master curve (see
232 the inset in Fig. 4), which means that we have obtained a
233 consistent apparent flow curve in the slip regime whatever
234 the sample dimension, and this flow curve is strictly
235 associated with the wall slip effect.
236 Therefore, we can focus on these intrinsic wall slip
237 properties by looking at the variation of VS as a function
238 of the shear stress strictly associated with wall slip
239 τS ¼ τ − τ0c, i.e., in the absence of edge effects. We find
240 that VS essentially follows a straight line of slope 1, over
241 the whole range of τS (see Figs. 4 and 5). Note that our
242 procedure for the determination of τ0c allows us to avoid
243 any significant ambiguity about the observed slope of
244 variation (i.e., 1), whereas the use of an arbitrary lower
245 value for τ0c may, particularly when τ0c is not much smaller
246 than τc, wrongly lead one to conclude that VS ∝ τpS with p
247 distinctly larger than 1. In order to compare the different
248 data relatively to the regime change observed for τS ¼ τc,
249 VS and τS must be rescaled by τc. This makes it possible
250 to observe (see Fig. 5) a general tendency to a slope
251 slightly larger than 1 at the approach of the regime change,
252 say, in the range ½τc=2; τc�, which might reflect a tendency
253 to lubricational repulsion as expected from models
254 [16,18,23].
255 In addition, VS is inversely proportional to the interstitial
256 liquid viscosity (μ) for emulsions with the same concen-
257 tration and droplet size (see Fig. 5). This finally means
258 that a general wall slip law, τS ¼ μVS=δ for τ < τc, well
259 represents the data in a three-decade range of τS=τc, with δ
260 a material parameter.
261 Such results are apparently consistent with the existence
262 of a uniform layer of thickness δ of a Newtonian liquid
263 solution sheared along the wall while the bulk moves as a
264 solid. Remarkably, assuming this solution essentially cor-
265 responds to the interstitial liquid, δ appears to be situated in

266a narrow range, say, 20–50 nm (see Fig. 5), whatever the
267material structure (emulsion made of droplets with repul-
268sive interactions, flocculated clay suspension, foam, or
269materials with more complex structures), the material
270concentration (for direct and inverse emulsions and clay
271suspension), and for various interactions between the
272interstitial liquid or the suspended elements and the solid
273surface (different surfactants in emulsions and different
274wetting properties of the interstitial liquid on the solid
275surface) [27].
276This similar VS vs τS variation along with the remarkable
277persistency of the value of δ, despite the physicochemical
278differences between all the materials and surfaces we
279tested, suggests that the origin of the wall slip for this
280range of systems lies at first order in their common
281property: a jammed structure filled with a mobile interstitial
282liquid. More precisely, any of the above jammed systems
283is made of elements of a size typically ranging in
284[0.1–10 μm]. The jammed structure they form is rough,
285with a roughness typically of the order of the element size,
286and, due to its yield stress, this structure shape is likely
287partly maintained at the approach of the smooth wall; i.e.,
288in contrast with an unjammed material, the elements do not
289particularly align along the wall—they keep their 3D
290distribution, precisely because this is a jammed structure
291[see Fig. 1(b)]. The interstitial liquid fills the distance (d)
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F5:1FIG. 5. Wall slip velocity for various materials (see [27] for
F5:2detailed data) as a function of slip stress: emulsions at different
F5:3concentrations on silicon surface (blue squares), emulsions
F5:4with different surfactants and solid surfaces (blue circles),
F5:5emulsion with a water-glycerol solution (with a viscosity 15
F5:6times that of water) as interstitial liquid (light blue solid
F5:7square), bentonite suspensions at different concentrations
F5:8(brown diamonds), inverse emulsions (dark yellow inverse
F5:9triangles) (here using 1.5 μ; see [27]), Carbopol gels (green

F5:10pentagons), ketchup (red solid stars), mustard (red open stars),
F5:11foam (crosses), and direct emulsion (82%) over a Teflon surface
F5:12(black cones). The dashed lines correspond to the equation τS ¼
F5:13μVS=δ with δ ¼ 30 nm and δ ¼ 50 nm.
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292 between the wall and the first element surface, and the
293 displacement of the jammed structure as a block induces a
294 flow of the liquid throughout this 3D porous structure. This
295 is a Stokes flow requiring an average stress proportional to
296 the velocity and liquid viscosity, via a single characteristic
297 length δ reflecting this flow through a more or less complex
298 structure roughly characterized by its porosity and pore size
299 distribution. In our case, it happens that our samples with
300 very different structure yield similar δ values. This might
301 be due to the fact that highly squeezed structure (gels,
302 emulsions, and microgels) have a large pore size but a low
303 porosity, while a dispersed structure (clay) has a small pore
304 size but a large porosity, two effects which more or less
305 balance and could lead to similar resistance to liquid flow
306 and thus similar apparent wall slip thickness. In this
307 context, the second regime observed at the approach of
308 τc (see Fig. 5) might simply be due to a progressively
309 increasing erosion of the rough external jammed network
310 exhibiting local stress resistances lower than τc.
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